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SKU Designation RGA
French

Law
Caliber Shots Game / Sport Thread

Barrel
(cm)

Length
(cm)

MSRP

DDM4102
MK18 - 5.56 -

Brown 
AE610 B 

5.56x45
(223)  

11  
Target

shooting  
1/2 x 28  26  68  

3250.00 € incl.
tax

The civilian version of the US Navy Seals MK18 SBR (Short Barrel Rifle)

Compact (10.3'' barrel or 26.16 cm) with 1:7 rifling pitch
Lightweight and adaptable thanks to its 4 Picatinny rails on the front.
Cerakote FDE coating.
Delivered in a polymer case with 1 10-round magazine.
Mil-Spec Brown
Made in USA.

Photos with tan + red dot charger only in illustration.

Manufacturer DANIEL DEFENSE designs the best in AR15 and M4, with unparalleled attention to detail
and finish.

This manufacturing quality enabled this manufacturer from the USA to supply the American USSOCOM.

The MK18 offers the perfect combination of weight, size and performance. It makes it an ideal weapon for
CQB (Close Quarter Battle) type combat as well as for the TSV Rifle (Speed Sport Shooting)

The best AR-15 Made In USA

A reliable, enduring, and precise weapon.

BARREL: 10.3 '' (26.2 cm) float striped 1: 7 pitch cold hammered, military specification. Made of chrome
moly vanadium steel, with black Cerakote finish.

MUZZLE BRAKE: Type A2 "Birdcage" flame shield in steel

LOWER: Made by CNC machine from 7075-T6 aluminum to Mil-Spec standards

UPPER: CNC machine made from 7075-T6 aluminum to Mil-Spec standards.

OPERATION: Direct gas borrow with low profile gas borrow block, CNC machine machined from 4140
reinforced steel.

Plus de visuels
disponibles
sur le site
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CYLINDER HEAD UNIT: M16 profile with chrome treatment

HAND GUARD: RIS II type front, fitted with four Picatinny rails: 21 mm Weaver to MILSTD 1913
standards with flexible rail protection in high resistance Santoprene, for better handling comfort and excellent
grip.

HANDLE: Ergonomic handle with soft touch coating providing a comfortable and non-slip grip

STOCK: 6-position telescopic stock in reinforced fiberglass polymer, with Soft Touch coating, compatible
with AR15 stock tubes to A2 standard standards.

Supplied with a vertical GRIP-N-RIP handle with a 7075-T6 and 6061-T6 aluminum body and soft coating

Flared magazine well for quick and intuitive magazine introduction.

Multiple locations for suspenders and Quick Detach (QD) straps

All the mechanical parts and barrels produced by DANIEL DEFENSE are subject to rigorous verification,
such as tests by magnetic treatment, to detect the slightest defect in the steels.

The MK18 chambered in 5.56 mm caliber, allows the use of both 223 Rem ammunition, the civil
denomination, as well as 5.56x45 mm, more military-like, with significantly greater pressures generated.
Compact (10.3 'barrel or 26.16 cm).

The MK18 chambered in 300 Blackout, is able to fire a swift and powerful ammunition at close range, and is
the ideal caliber for the use of silencer and sound moderator.

 

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.
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